Zi rich , August 17, 1935.
Seminarst.r. 97.

Dear Mr. Campbell:
Suddenly I doubted to have written to you after
your kind answer of May 4. At all events I will write once more the
sketch I made at that time with aid of the diCtionnary. It seems
that my miserable English creat misunderstandings. It would naturally
bee to expansive making a copy of the bundle which you propose me so
oblingly. A bundle I have , but no contents for it.
I would have been happy to receive a yard of unbleaek
ched muslin, dyed orange yellow, painted with the green dragonfly, the
two horizontal black lines and the elk. I think now, because only a
copy it is not necessary that it would be made from an Indian, now as
I see, it would cost more than I thought. Here in Europe we imaginate
erroneously to stay west of the Missouri and thereto in Oklahoma
would mean almost to be neighbor of Indians. It is a pity that
Mir. Weygold is so far of Oklahoma, because he eee14. is expert to
undertake such, a copy, as he copied buffalo-robes and would probabily
not have refus^it to make it. He is very pleasing and my Indian
collection would be poor enough without his kindness. I think he would
have been glad to see such a precious rarity and would have treated
it with all care. But as he stay to far of you, anybody able to paint,
could also do it, if it is possible to reach a precise copy for some
dollars.
It will be harder to get a calamus root, a. white
deer tail and wristlets of buffalo hide, on which I must surely
renounce. If in some years I would arrange an exposition of my
collection, these things would be a valuable object-material speaking of magic practices.

